A kidney-disease gene panel allows a comprehensive genetic diagnosis of cystic and glomerular inherited kidney diseases.
Molecular diagnosis of inherited kidney diseases remains a challenge due to their expanding phenotypic spectra as well as the constantly growing list of disease-causing genes. Here we develop a comprehensive approach for genetic diagnosis of inherited cystic and glomerular nephropathies. Targeted next generation sequencing of 140 genes causative of or associated with cystic or glomerular nephropathies was performed in 421 patients, a validation cohort of 116 patients with previously known mutations, and a diagnostic cohort of 207 patients with suspected inherited cystic disease and 98 patients with glomerular disease. In the validation cohort, a sensitivity of 99% was achieved. In the diagnostic cohort, causative mutations were found in 78% of patients with cystic disease and 62% of patients with glomerular disease, mostly familial cases, including copy number variants. Results depict the distribution of different cystic and glomerular inherited diseases showing the most likely diagnosis according to perinatal, pediatric and adult disease onset. Of all the genetically diagnosed patients, 15% were referred with an unspecified clinical diagnosis and in 2% genetic testing changed the clinical diagnosis. Therefore, in 17% of cases our genetic analysis was crucial to establish the correct diagnosis. Complex inheritance patterns in autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease and Alport syndrome were suspected in seven and six patients, respectively. Thus, our kidney-disease gene panel is a comprehensive, noninvasive, and cost-effective tool for genetic diagnosis of cystic and glomerular inherited kidney diseases. This allows etiologic diagnosis in three-quarters of patients and is especially valuable in patients with unspecific or atypical phenotypes.